QUICK-SCOUTING GUIDE
MADDEN 20 FRANCHISE MODE

© MICHAEL BELOTE

Forget what you think you know…
Madden 20 has done a phenomenal job of overhauling many of
the buggy and immersion-breaking elements of the Scouting
process. Forget all your old scouting ideas, it’s a total overhaul.
•

Major change to player ratings. Player ratings are no longer
“clumped” into indistinguishable groups. There are serious tier
differences. In past years, drafting someone less than a 76
was a miss; this year, some drafts won’t have a SINGLE player
of that level.

•

Different positions are valued differently. A 76 at RT will be
better than half the starters in the league; a 76 at WR will be
your #3 player. It better reflects the realities of football and
positional athleticism.
A good QB, WR, OL, OLB, or DB will be a 66 or above.
A good HB, TE, DL, or MLB will be a 74 or above.

What’s New?
•

Development Trait Overhaul. Additionally, we now have Xfactor abilities which can only be unlocked by playing the
player for a certain number of snaps. Experience level and
reps now actually matter for player development. These are
a really exciting development, as they make each player
really feel unique.
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This guide has been built after simulating and taking down data on 15
drafts; more than 164,000 datapoints were chugged through Minitab in
a variety of analysis to reverse-engineer the best possible results for
scouting. This guide will walk you through how to ensure that you
always have the best draft in the league.
As always, this guide is designed to minimize the bust rate even if it
means some marginal quality players slip by.
If a player passes according to this draft, there is only a 4% chance of
them being a bust (defined as 64 or lower).

Guide Success Statistics
Typical Draft player quality
Quality
players

18.8%

96%

Bad players
properly
rejected

Duds

81.2%

10%

Good players
wrongly rejected

INTRODUCTION
FAQ about donations
This guide is made free, for the benefit of the community, because I love
Madden. As some of you who use this guide know, two years ago my
father-in-law (who was very poor) died of cancer. My mother-in-law now
has advanced Alzheimer’s and is nearing hospice. Some of you in the past
have asked to be able to help with the bills associated with the situation,
which largely fall to us. If you so desire, you can donate on
rebootchristianity.blogspot.com, or by sending to my wife’s PayPal (Jessica
Belote; mike.belote@gmail.com). It is not expected but means a lot. And
unlike the internet trope…prayers DO mean a lot to us, also.
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Build a good weekly rhythm
Building a good weekly rhythm will help make sure you don’t forget to check your
draft stories. Do this every week—do not let scouting points go unspent!

Spend
Scouting
Points

Add
players to
Draft
Board

Check
Draft
Stories

Game
Time

Optimized Order of Scouting

QB

OLB

S

CB

TE

HB

DE

DT

MLB

WR

OL

NOTE: Will change slightly based upon which positions are “cheapest” for your coaching
staff.

WEEKLY RHYTHM
Hints & Tips
• Get the STRATEGIST background if creating a coach, or get the Expert
Scout Package as soon as possible for the extra points
• Never spend a scouting point after you are sure that a player has been
eliminated
• Use your Draft Board to organize – add players to it, and raise them up
based upon how much above the targets they are
• Assume that you will NOT be able to scout every position. About 3 per
season, so choose wisely.
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TARGET VALUE:

66

A good QB will pass ALL of the following…
Throwing Power

Short Accuracy
Medium Accuracy
Deep Accuracy
Throw Under Pressure

Talent Grade

A

or better

B+

or better for all that
are displayed

3

or better; revealed
after all three traits
are unlocked

QUARTERBACK
Behind the Guide
Why do some positions have minimum grades (either talent or
projected)?
•

TALENT GRADE gives us a rough estimate of the quality of
the unscouted values. A large drop off occurs at Round 4.

•

PROJECTED GRADE is a rough proxy for Awareness—a
large drop-off occurs at Round 4.
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TARGET VALUE:

74

A good HB will pass ALL of the following…

Ball Carrier Vision
Elusiveness
Juke Move
Spin Move
Break Tackle

Combine Stats

A-

For at least one skill

B+

For the minimum skill

40 yard dash

3 Cone

Shuttle

< 4.59

< 7.25

< 4.40

HALFBACK
Behind the Guide
Why ignore Carrying, Trucking, and Stiff Arm?

•

Some key attributes are actually not valuable as predictors.
There are several possible reasons: (1) too much variation in
that skill (lots of bad players are good at it); (2) too much
consistency in the skill (no real differentiation between players);
and (3)
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TARGET VALUE:

66

A good WR will pass ALL of the following…
Catching
Catch in Traffic
Spectacular Catch
Short Route Run
Medium Route Run
Deep Route Run
Release

B+

For at least one skill

B-

For the minimum skill

3

or better; revealed
after all three traits
are unlocked

Talent Grade

Combine Stats

40 yard dash

3 Cone

Shuttle

< 4.59

< 7.20

< 4.30

WIDE RECEIVER
Behind the Guide
•

The most important coach upgrade is Expert Scout, because it
gives you the most scouting points. But after that, sink every
upgrade into the Player Progression upgrades – with incoming
draft classes in the 60s-70s, player progression is critical to
success.
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74

TARGET VALUE:

A good TE will pass ALL of the following…
Catch in Traffic
Spectacular Catch
Short Route Run
Medium Route Run
Deep Route Run
Release

For at least one skill

B-

For the minimum skill

3

PROJECTED Round

Combine Stats

B+

or better; do not scout
players below here
because hits are very rare

3 Cone

Shuttle

< 7.50

< 4.70

TIGHT END
Behind the Guide
Mind the Projected Round
TE is one of the positions (such as CB and S) which use Projected
Round as a proxy for Awareness (see pg 29). While occasionally
you will find a good sleeper below the 3rd projected round, it is
rare—save your scouting points.
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66

TARGET VALUE:

A good OL will pass ALL of the following…
Pass Block
Pass Block Power
Pass Block Finesse
Run Block
Run Block Power
Impact Block

Combine Stats

B

For at least one skill

C+

For the minimum skill

3 Cone

Shuttle

Bench

< 7.85

< 4.95

> 25

OFFENSIVE LINE
Behind the Guide
•

There are usually several good OL late in the rounds;
unfortunately this position is a Scouting Point hog, because so
many people will pass the requirements. I save this until last, so
that I can use the Combine stats to weed some of them out.
Frankly, there are so many good ones late that I will rarely
choose one that doesn’t have a Talent Grade of 3rd or higher.
There’s no excuse for lacking for quality OL backups.
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TARGET VALUE:

74

A good DE will pass ALL of the following…

Tackle
Pursuit
Finesse Moves
Power Moves

Combine Stats

B+

For at least one skill

B

For the minimum skill

3 Cone

Shuttle

Bench

< 7.50

< 4.60

> 25

DEFENSIVE END
Behind the Guide
Why ignore Hit Power?

•

Hit Power is one of the most commonly-revealed skills on
defense, and yet is virtually useless: it is not worth any more
than 2% on any defensive position. It’s sexy, not useful. Ignore
it.
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74

TARGET VALUE:

A good DT will pass ALL of the following…

Tackle
Pursuit
Block Shedding

Combine Stats

B+

For at least one skill

B-

For the minimum skill

3 Cone

Shuttle

Bench

< 8.00

< 4.90

> 30

DEFENSIVE TACKLE
Behind the Guide
What do I do if there are no more good players in a draft?

•

Invariably, the later rounds are filled with crud players;
remember that only 18% of an average draft class is worth
having. Swap later round picks for earlier picks in future drafts.
Repeat this year after year and in 5 years you can turn that
useless 7th rounder into a 2nd or 3rd rounder.
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TARGET VALUE:

66

A good OLB will pass ALL of the following…

Tackle
Pursuit
Finesse Moves

Combine Stats

B+

For at least one skill

B

For the minimum skill

40yd Dash

3 Cone

Shuttle

Bench

< 4.70

< 7.50

< 4.60

> 20

OUTSIDE LINEBACKER
Behind the Guide
What does the rumble mean when I’m scouting?

•

When you have fully scouted a position, sometimes the
controller will rumble. This is often wrongly taken to be an
indication of something special. All it really means is that the
Talent Grade is at least as good as the Projected Round. This is
no new information, so you can ignore it.
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74

TARGET VALUE:

A good MLB will pass ALL of the following…

A-

Either one

B+

The other one

Tackle
Pursuit

Play
Recognition

Combine Stats

B

At least

3 Cone

Shuttle

Bench

< 7.50

< 4.70

> 22

MIDDLE LINEBACKER
Behind the Guide
Do I Need To Worry About Archetypes?

•

Unlike the (broken) 2018 version, you will not be crippled by
having a player from a non-fitting archetype. Every player will
progress, and every player can unlock abilities up to their
limit—the archetype scheme fit will be faster if it is a match, but
is not so crippling if missed.
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TARGET VALUE:

66

A good CB will pass ALL of the following…

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage

C

Each

PROJECTED Round

3

or better; do not scout
players below here
because hits are rare

Combine Stats

40yd Dash

3 Cone

Shuttle

< 4.58

< 7.25

< 4.40

CORNERBACK
Behind the Guide
Sleepers

•

However, each draft usually has 1-3 players projected in the 4th
or later who are good at this position. For those players, make
sure at least one skill is above a B, and AWR being a revealed
skill C+ or higher is important.
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TARGET VALUE:

66

A good S will pass ALL of the following…
Tackle
Zone Coverage

C

Each

3

or better; do not scout
players below here
because hits are rare

3

or better; revealed
after all three traits
are unlocked

PROJECTED Round

Talent Grade

Combine Stats

40yd Dash

3 Cone

Shuttle

< 4.68

< 7.25

< 4.50

SAFETIES
Behind the Guide
Why Are the Safeties Combined?

•

Like the offensive linemen, there is not enough differentiation in
safeties (and they can so easily be reassigned to the other
position) for it to be worth scouting them separately. The rules
are almost identical, so we view them as one position group.
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BONUS INFORMATION
I unlocked a lot of information in the process of doing these
studies….for the first time, I will publish all of this to whoever wants
it!
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Overhauled System
Player archetypes work a little differently this year. If you have a
Scheme Fit, it will unlock certain abilities more quickly; but the player
will still progress well without it.

Draft Impact: The difference is not overly dramatic. Use it as a
tiebreaker between two qualified people; but don’t overvalue it.
Coach Impact: Some archetypes are more likely to come from
college than others (see below). As a result, you should choose
Vertical Zone Run or Vertical Power Run on offense, and 46, Base 3-4,
or Disguise 3-4 on defense. These will give you the greatest likelihood.

ARCHETYPE ANALYSIS
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New Development Approach
Players will follow one of three growth patterns in their careers: some
are stars (see next page); most are normal; and some do not grow
much at all.

Three Development Paths
89
79
74

72
70
OVR ON DRAFT DAY
Flat Tier

OVR AFTER 10 YEARS
Typical

Stars

Key Learning – A good starting place is critical. QB, WR, OL, OLB, CB,
& S should be at least 66 when drafted; HB, TE, DE, DT, and MLB should
be at least 74.

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
73%

of drafted players will be out of the league within 10 years
The primary way to grow is to get game-time
experience. Give strong preference to players who can
actually see the field soon; leaving them on the bench
can torpedo even promising young careers.
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X-Factors
The biggest difference this year is the introduction of X-factors, which
make the players seem much more unique and realistic. This is a
fantastic feature!
The bad news…you can’t be certain to discover them by scouting.

Talent grade, overall skills, projected round, and controller rumbles are
totally irrelevant. Tweet rate is somewhat correlated, but it more often
references a change in the projected round where the player will be
drafted.
A strong hint…Draft News Stories. Players without positive draft news
stories are only 1% likely to have an X-Factor trait. A player with a
news story, however, is 9% likely to have this trait.

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
When you draft the
player, if you see a
Hidden skill, then you’ve
found a Star or X-Factor
player. To unlock it they
must play a certain
number of snaps, so
make sure and start
these guys ASAP.
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X-Factors
There appears to be a glitch for now; I don’t expect it to last long
before it is patched.
But if you have drafted a player with a hidden factor, you can tell
what their hidden factor level is by how they celebrate when chosen.

•

Arms Crossed – the player is
a Star

•

One Arm Flex (right)– the
player is a Superstar

•

Two Arm Flex – Superstar
X-factor

This doesn’t really help much,
since you’ve already drafted
them before you see that.

A SMALL GLITCH
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Still Impossible to Scout
Return Specialists, unfortunately, remain impossible to predict.
The regression model only can explain 3.1% relationship between any
particular unlockable skill and the RET ability.
If you like having a strong Returner (like me), I recommend doing what
I do—as soon as you hit Preseason Week 1, go to Free Agency. Sort by
the RET skill, and choose a backup HB4 or WR5 who is a good returner.

KICK RETURNERS
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Importance of Each Skill to Scouting
To determine the conclusions, I went through numerous drafts,
scouting every player in the draft, recording their abilities into Minitab,
and then their OVR after the draft. I think used Regression Modeling to
create a model that determined which skills influenced OVR the most.
Note: this doesn’t mean the chart below is the importance of each
skill…it shows how useful the skill is as a predictor. Sometimes a core
value (like Catching for a WR) is so commonly held at all levels of
player that it is essentially useless as a determiner of player abilities.

REGRESSION MODELING
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Scatterplot of SPD vs 40yd
100

90

SPD

80

70

60

50
4.50

4.75

5.00

5.25

5.50

40yd

COMBINE: 40yd Dash
The 40 yard dash is a perfect linear predictor of the Speed skill.
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Contour Plot of ACC vs 3Cone, Shuttle
8.25

ACC
< 61.0
61.0 – 64.1
64.1 – 67.2
67.2 – 70.3
70.3 – 73.4
73.4 – 76.5
76.5 – 79.6
79.6 – 82.7
82.7 – 85.8
85.8 – 88.9
88.9 – 92.0
> 92.0

8.00

3Cone

7.75

7.50

7.25

7.00

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.0

5.2

Shuttle

COMBINE: Acceleration
Acceleration is a mixture of Shuttle Time and 3Cone value. The
Contour Chart visually shows the interaction, with the colors
representing the ACC skill and the input values plotted on the
other two axes.
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Contour Plot of AGI vs 3Cone, Shuttle
8.25

AGI
< 52
52 – 56
56 – 60
60 – 64
64 – 68
68 – 72
72 – 76
76 – 80
80 – 84
84 – 88
88 – 92
> 92

8.00

3Cone

7.75

7.50

7.25

7.00

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.0

5.2

Shuttle

COMBINE: Agility
Agility is a mixture of Shuttle Time and 3Cone value. The Contour
Chart visually shows the interaction, with the colors representing
the AGI skill and the input values plotted on the other two axes.
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Contour Plot of JMP vs Vert., Broad
JMP
< 52
52 – 56
56 – 60
60 – 64
64 – 68
68 – 72
72 – 76
76 – 80
80 – 84
84 – 88
88 – 92
> 92

38
36

Vert.

34
32
30
28
26
24
8.5

9.0

9.5

10.0

10.5

Broad

COMBINE: Jumping
Theoretically, Jumping is a combination of Broad Jump and
Vertical Jump; however, in reality you can see that for the most
part Vertical is all you really need. (Take, for example, a vertical
of 34”—you have to have a REALLY low broad jump for it not to
be an 80-84 JMP skill.
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Contour Plot of STR vs Bench, Broad
STR
< 45.0
45.0 – 49.7
49.7 – 54.4
54.4 – 59.1
59.1 – 63.8
63.8 – 68.5
68.5 – 73.2
73.2 – 77.9
77.9 – 82.6
82.6 – 87.3
87.3 – 92.0
> 92.0
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30

Bench

25

20

15

10

5

8.5

9.0

9.5

10.0

10.5

Broad

COMBINE: Strength
Theoretically, STR is a combination of Bench and Broad jump.
However, much like JMP, you really don’t need the broad jump.
Unless broad jump is really low, bench pretty much directly
predicts Strength—a 27 means you are in the 82-87 STR; a 30 is 8792 STR.
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Scouted Skills
There is always some uncertainty with scouting, because each
unlocked grade has a wide range of potentials.
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Awareness: The Holy Grail
Awareness is important to every position, and yet is rarely
unlocked. (More this year than in the past with the ratings
overhaul, but still rare.) The Projected Round is an okay (but not
great) proxy for estimating AWR. As you can see, Round 1 players
generally are between 67-78 AWR. Rd 2-3 players are generally
between 62-71; below this, the AWR is very poor.
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Madden 20 Rating Overhaul
As mentioned – Madden Ratings have been overhauled. No
longer will you be drafting a lot of 76-83 players…if you did, many
of them would be top-15 players immediately!
Drafting a 70 OVR player can easily be a 79-89 in ten years—
making him better than average to exceptional.
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